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Animals are not ours


to experiment on, eat, wear, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way. 
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PETA Investigation Ushers in First-of-Its-Kind Victory for Alpacas—Check It Out



Find out what groundbreaking victory PETA’s evidence helped achieve and how to urge retailers still selling alpaca wool to make a compassionate change.
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Get PETA Updates
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Sign me up for the following e-mail:
 Membership Updates PETA E-NewsCurrent subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.

 












By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.
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Is a Loophole Letting NIH-Funded Experimenters Withhold Pain Relief From Animals?



With the “Column E” loophole, experimenters infected 6,272 guinea pigs with anthrax and not given anything to help ease their pain. 
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Rescued in Ukraine! You Won’t Believe This Is Even the Same Dog



Kolyasik was at death’s door when PETA-supported rescuers swooped in. Don’t miss the sweet boy’s transformation.




Take Action




March 29, 2024
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Will You Protect Animals From Deadly Experiments? 

Donate right now to strengthen PETA’s vital work to end cruel experiments and prevent monkeys, rabbits, dogs, and mice from suffering in laboratories.


Help Stop Tests on Animals


















peta2 IS HERE—HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE HELP ANIMALS! 
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What Are Experimenters Worldwide Doing With Your Money? Here Are Just Two Sickening Examples 



PETA has found even more reasons to urge your legislators to act. Let’s save lives and stop the National Institutes of Health from using our tax money to fund foreign laboratories.




Take Action
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Why the U.S. Navy Must Sink Its Animal Decompression Tests



Did you know the U.S. Navy funds cruel decompression tests on animals? Learn how PETA collaborated with Navy veterans in a move to sink these experiments.




Take Action




April 9, 2024
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You’re Invited! Don’t Miss Ingrid Newkirk’s New Speaking Tour



See PETA’s president in person! After this event, you’ll have a new spring in your step, knowing you’re an integral part of the “all” in “all together now.” See a list of all upcoming tour stops and get your tickets here.
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We Did It! Find Out How This Blood Bank From Hell Just Took a Hit



These companies got the memo about The Veterinarians’ Blood Bank, but there’s still work to do. Learn how to take action today.




Take Action
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PETA IN ACTION
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Giant ‘Spider’ in Washington, D.C., Exposes NIMH’s Monkey Experiments

At the National Institute of Mental Health’s 75th anniversary symposium, PETA demanded an end to taxpayer-funded tests like those of Elisabeth Murray, in which she scares monkeys with fake but realistic-looking spiders. Take action at PETA.org/Taxes.
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Rescued! Bo Gets a Chance to Find a Loving Home

PETA fieldworkers rescued Bo, who had been roaming in a neighborhood adjacent to a busy highway. We transferred him to the Norfolk SPCA Adoption Center in Virginia, where he’ll have a chance of finding a good home.
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Birthday Blitz: Giant ‘Monkey’ Delivers Cake to Whole Foods CEO

PETA members let Jason Buechel, the CEO of Whole Foods, know that getting monkey abuse out of the chain’s stores would be a piece of cake if they sold coconut milk from countries where monkey labor isn’t used. Learn more at PETA.org/Coconut.
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Massive Blow-Up Fez Follows Shrine Circus Over Big-Top Cruelty

Our larger-than-life spectacle was part of a five-city campaign at each of the circus’ stops across East Texas, during which animal defenders urged Shriners to keep animals out of their shows. Take action at PETA.org/Shriners.
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PETA Supporters Defend Monkeys at the University of Washington

Protesters called for the closure of the notorious Washington National Primate Research Center, where thousands of monkeys have been tormented and killed in pointless experiments. Take action at PETA.org/Seattle.
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Young Dolphin Defenders Descend on SeaWorld

Students Opposing Speciesism members protested outside SeaWorld San Antonio to urge the park to release the dolphins and whales it keeps captive into a seaside sanctuary. Take action at PETA.org/Corky.
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PETA’s ‘Primates’ Rattle UMass Over Monkey Menopause Tests

Protesters called on Chancellor Javier Reyes to shut down the University of Massachusetts–Amherst’s deadly experiments on marmosets outside the school’s donor reception in Florida. Take action at PETA.org/Amherst.
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Wahoo! Fieldworkers ‘Spay’ the Day for Bruno and Mario

PETA held a “CAP Day” and transported 49 animals in North Carolina, including Bruno and Mario, to and from their free spay/neuter appointments in just one day.
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Animal Defenders Blast Ajinomoto’s Tests on Animals

PETA members in San Diego urged the world’s largest MSG manufacturer to embrace the animal-free research methods already adopted by many food and beverage companies after hearing from PETA. Take action at PETA.org/MSG.
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Protesters ‘Die’ on MoD Doorstep to Stop Canadian Bear Slaughter

“Hunted bears” urged the U.K.’s Ministry of Defence to go fur-free. A black bear is cruelly and needlessly killed in Canada for every King’s Guard cap, even though high-end faux fur made just for this purpose already exists.
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SUPPORT OUR CAMPAIGNS LOCALLY 

Join PETA’s Action Team to hear about protests, events, and volunteer opportunities in your area. You’ll also get tips and ideas to help you advocate for animals.




Join Today!
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He Killed Them All: Meet the 4 Female Baboons Who Should Have Been Freed



A medical school experimenter tormented Jemma, Cookie, Toya, and Tara for years in illegal C-section surgeries, and now he’s denied them a few years of happiness. Help us close his lab now. 




Take Action
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The Case for Animal Rights 
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30,000 Lives Are at Stake—and That’s Just the Beginning! Take Action 



Tell Georgia officials to reconsider a plan for the largest monkey prison in the U.S. before a single shovel breaks ground. 




Take Action
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Bird Flu on the Brain? Try One of These Eggcellent Vegan Options 



Plenty of replacements are available for baking or preparing a dish that calls for eggs, so start eggsperimenting! 




Take Action
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Will Your Inspiring Teacher Win Big in This Exclusive Contest? 



Are you a world-class compassionate teacher, or do you know someone who is? Here’s how to nominate educators for TeachKind’s annual contest. Plus, get a glimpse of this year’s prizes! 




Take Action
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Urgent Alerts

Change the World for Animals—Take Action Now
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Urge Resorts to End Cruel ‘Swim With Dolphins’ Encounters



Tell Hawks Cay Resort, The Kahala Hotel & Resort, and Hilton Waikoloa Village to end their cruel “swim with dolphins” encounters and not to permit the breeding or acquisition of more animals on their premises.




Take Action
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Forests Emptied to Fill Laboratories With Endangered Monkeys—Act Now to Stop This!



Take Action
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Urge Ottawa Comiccon to Stop Selling Animals!



Urge Ottawa Comiccon to do the right thing by ending the display and sale of live animals at its event.




Take Action
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Help Save Baby Monkeys Tormented in Strobe-Effect Experiment



Harvard’s Margaret Livingstone has found a new way to torment baby monkeys, using your money to foot the bill. 




Take Action
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Despite Orca Deaths, Jason Derulo Plans to Perform at SeaWorld—Take Action!



Please contact Derulo and urge him to follow the lead of other compassionate performers who have chosen not to associate with SeaWorld.




Take Action
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Tell Fleet Feet and Rabbit to Stop Promoting Milk Marathon



Urge Fleet Feet and Rabbit to reconsider their promotion of this hypocritical, anti-female event.




Take Action
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More Action Alerts
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WHAT PETA STANDS FOR








People

I am you, only different






Human beings create temporary and arbitrary boundaries to exclude beings who aren’t like them. Human beings have justified wars, slavery, sexual violence, and military conquests through the mistaken belief that those who are “different” do not experience suffering and are not worthy of moral consideration.













Ethical

Do unto others as you would have them do unto you.






We are taught the Golden Rule as young children, and all major religions teach principles of nonviolence and kindness. The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. said, “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere.” Ethical treatment—the Golden Rule—must be extended to all living beings: reptiles, mammals, fish, insects, birds, amphibians, and crustaceans.













Treatment

Animals are not ours to experiment on, eat, wear, use for entertainment, or abuse in any other way.






All beings desire freedom to live a natural life, according to their inherent desires and instincts. While the lives of all beings necessarily involve some amount of suffering, human beings must stop deliberately inflicting suffering on all beings for our own selfish desires. We lose nothing in replacing a cheeseburger with a veggie burger or a leather purse with a fabric one. But beings we exploit lose their lives just for our fleeting fancy.













Animals

We are all animals.






We believe all beings deserve liberty and respect not because they share the characteristics we admire in ourselves but because they are living beings. We share the same evolutionary origins, we inhabit the same Earth, and we are ruled by the same laws of nature. We are all the same.









© Jo-Anne McArthur / We Animals
Learn More about what PETA stands for
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Something Seriously Stinks About Jason Bateman’s New Endorsement



It looks like Jason Bateman is playing a new role, starring as a deceptive dairy shill.




Take Action




April 5, 2024
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How to Wear Vegan 
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As SeaWorld Marks 60 Years in Business, PETA Lists 60 Animals the Company Has Exploited



As SeaWorld celebrates its 60th anniversary, PETA names 60 animals who’ve suffered in the company’s tanks. Learn more about the misery they’ve endured.




Take Action




March 21, 2024



SeaWorld San Diego 2010 





Martin Wippel 
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Bird Flu Fears Sweep the Nation: Will You Act Before It’s Too Late?



Amid 2024’s bird flu outbreak, PETA is hitting cities across the country with a warning about the dangers of consuming meat, eggs, and dairy.




Take Action




April 8, 2024
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Don’t Let This ‘Kennel’ Put Another Skeleton in Its Closet: How to Act Now



The pain and misery endured by dogs at Blue Ridge Kennel will make you see red. Here’s how to take action.




Take Action
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Now on Audible: ‘Free the Animals’ Special Edition 
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A Former Farm Boy Brought to Tears: How His Personal Trauma Led to This Animal Rights Classic 



Jim Mason was a farm boy held in the thrall of toxic masculinity. Hear how his traumatic upbringing led him to write this animal rights classic. 




Take Action
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You’ll Duck Out of H&M When You See What It’s Hiding 



Will H&M finally ditch down after PETA’s latest “bloody” stunt? Keep reading to see what we sent the company’s CEO. 




Take Action
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Now Free on YouTube! You Must Watch This With Your Family and Friends



In this riveting docuseries, you’ll learn how to silence every argument used to justify experimenting on animals.




Take Action
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Hit the Road With peta2 and Help Animals All Summer Long—Here’s How



Do you love activism, music, and traveling? Are you looking for the chance to get loud for animals? peta2 wants you!




Take Action




April 3, 2024
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Talk About a Class Act! This Proposed Bill Could Help End Cruelty in Classrooms



Progress! California legislators have proposed a bill that could help replace cruel, archaic lessons with modern, compassionate ones.




Take Action




March 18, 2024
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The PETA Shop 
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Will This Be a Wake-Up Call for Starbucks to Decalf Its Coffee? 



Join PETA and other kind consumers in telling Starbucks that it’s time to brew change for animals and the environment—before it’s too late. 




Take Action
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She Was Still Alive—What You Need to Know if You See a Turtle Near a Road



Many turtles are severely injured or killed on roads every year. They can survive for weeks after their shell is crushed. If you see a turtle—injured or not—on or near a road, here’s what to do!




Take Action
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Considering a Chick-Hatching Project? It’s Not All It’s Cracked Up to Be



If you’re looking for ways to help children learn about life cycles, this PETA Kids’ comic has the answers—including to the question of what happens to chicks when the project is over.




Take Action
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Work for PETA | 팀원 채용 | فرصة عمل
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Contact PETA's Media Response Team
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PETA’s Action Team—Act Locally to Help Animals Globally
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PETA’s Milestones
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PETA Rescues
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Adoptable Animals
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Latest Victories






















GET PETA UPDATES 

Stay up to date on the latest vegan trends and get breaking animal rights news delivered straight to your inbox!
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 Membership Updates PETA News PETA LivingCurrent subscribers: You will continue to receive e-mail unless you explicitly opt out by clicking here.

 












By submitting this form, you’re acknowledging that you have read and agree to our privacy policy and agree to receive e-mails from us.







 























Get the Latest Tips—Right in Your Inbox 

We’ll e-mail you weekly with the latest in vegan recipes, fashion, and more!
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“Almost all of us grew up eating meat, wearing leather, and going to circuses and zoos. We never considered the impact of these actions on the animals involved. For whatever reason, you are now asking the question: Why should animals have rights?” READ MORE

— Ingrid E. Newkirk, PETA President and co-author of Animalkind





Read More
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